COLON PREPS IN CERNER
You need 3 pre-made and saved as favorites “colon preps”. Once you “save” them using the “click button”
below the “Power Order Set” you can use them with a single touch. Please, save instructions to give to all
Residents rotating with us.
1. Activate COLON PREP AM Power Order Set: is meant as a “split prep” staring at 6 PM the day before
colonoscopy. Do the following:
a) Start PEG (Colyte) at 6 PM,
b) Start Dulcolax (Bisacodyl) at 6 PM,
c) Start Reglan at 6 PM and repeat in 2 hours if needed,
d) Add order “offer Halls mint drops to dissolve in the mouth, to mask colyte flavor while taking the
prep”,
e) Start Mg Citrate at 4:30 am or 2 1/2 hours before colonoscopy time, whichever is later,
f) Be sure there is an order “NPO after midnight, except for medicines and colon prep”,
g) Save as Favorite under title “Standard Colon Prep for Next day colonoscopy”.
2. Activate COLON PREP PM Power Order Set: is meant as a usually “non-split” quick prep when
planning to do colonoscopy on the day of the order. Do the following if procedure has not been
schedule and it is earlier than 3 AM; this will allow to do procedure by 7 or 7:30 AM if slot is
available; otherwise you can add Mg Citrate 300 mL 2 ½ before scheduled time.
a) Start PEG (Colyte) at 3 AM,
b) Start Dulcolax (Bisacodyl) at 3 AM,
c) Start Reglan at 3 AM and repeat if needed in 2 hours,
d) ) Add order “offer Halls mint drops to dissolve in the mouth, to mask colyte flavor while taking the
prep”,
e) Order: “NPO after colon prep except for medicines”,
f) Order: Call Endoscopy at 7 AM to find slot time of colonoscopy;
g) Order: If colonoscopy will be after 10:30 AM, give 1 bottle of 300 mL of Mg Citrate PO, 2 ½ hours
before colonoscopy time,
g) Save as favorite with name “Colonoscopy Prep for same day exam; 3 AM start”
3. Activate COLON PREP PM Power Order Set: is meant as a usually “non-split” quick prep when
planning to do colonoscopy on the day of the order. Do the following if procedure has not been
schedule yet and it is later than 3 AM:
a) Start PEG Stat,
b) Start Dulcolax (Bisacodyl) Stat,
c) Start Reglan Stat and repeat if needed in 2 hours,
d) Add order “offer Halls mint drops to dissolve in the mouth, to mask colyte flavor while taking the
prep”,
e) Order: “NPO after colon prep except for medicines”,
f) Order: Call Endoscopy at 7 AM or now (whichever is later) to find time of colonoscopy;
g) Order: If colonoscopy will be done 5 hours or more after prep is finished, give 1 bottle of 300 mL
of Mg Citrate PO, 2 ½ hours before colonoscopy time,
h) Save under Favorites as “Colonoscopy Prep for same day exam; STAT start”

